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Job satisfaction, 
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Joyful Science (Nietzsche), 
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King, Martin Luther, , , 
Knowledge, Weber on, –
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Krishnamurti, Jiddu, , , , 
Kuitenbrouwer, Jan, 
Kullasepp, K., –

Language
dialogue, relation to, –
embodied nature of “I” in, 
“I” as divisible subject expressed in, –
masculine-feminine distinction, 

Learned helplessness, 
Leijen, Ä., –
Lengelle, Reineke, 
Level confusion

climate change and, 
COVID- pandemic and, –
foreigners and, 
meta-dialogues and, 
overview, –

Lewis, John Robert, 
Life satisfaction, –
Linking positions, , –, , , 
Liquid society, 
Lithuania

Jews in, –
nationalism in, 

Living with Ambiguity: Religious Naturalism and
the Menace of Evil (Crosby), 

Localization, 
Logical versus dialogical relationships, –
Logos, , , –
Loneliness

boundaries and, , –
broadening of positions and, –
chronic loneliness, 
collective dimension of, –
counter-positioning and, –
COVID- pandemic and, 
defined, 
downward trajectories, , 
DST and, 
economic over-positioning compared, , 
effects of, –
evolutionary function of, 
genetic causes, 
I-positions and, 
lack of success in helping, –
over-centralization, as form of, 
overview, , 
“regulatory loops,” –, 
research on, –
situational loneliness, 
social cognition, addressing, –
social contact, increasing, 
social disconnection, effect of, 
social interactions, effect of, –
social media and, 
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social support, improving, 
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Lutkajtis, Anna, 
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Maladaptive coalitions, 
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Marshall, Albert, 
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Maslow, A.H., –
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creativity and, , –
ecstatic experience and, 
encounter and, , –
light and, 
symbolism and, 
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McCauley, C., 
McFarland, Sam, –
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Meaning Management Theory (MMT), –
Measurements, 
“Mediated dialogue,” 
Meditation, , 
Meditations (Descartes), 
Mehl-Madrona, Lewis, –, 
Meritocracy, –, –
Merleau-Ponty, Maurice, , 
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Messianic delusion, 
Metaphors

hell as, –
I-positions and, –
keyhole as, –

Metaphysical perspectivism, –
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in China, –

collective history and, 
defined, 
developmental direction and, 
dialogical space and, 
dialogue and, 
ecological-level well-being and, –
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–

happiness and, –
importance of, 
limitations of, –
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overarching perspective and, 
overview, 
“overview effect” and, –
personal history and, 
“shifting baseline syndrome” and,

–
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#MeToo movement, 
Milgram, Stanley, 
Mill, John Stuart, 
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Mind-body dualism. See Dualism
Mindfulness, , –
Minimalism, –
Minimal self, , 
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Monologue, 
Montaigne, Michel de
Augustine and, 
Bakhtin and, 
on body and soul, –, 
decentralization of self and, , –, , , ,
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Descartes compared, –, 
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DST response to, –
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life of, 
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Plato compared, –
reason and emotion and, –
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–
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individual-level identity, –, –, 
level confusion and, – (See also Level
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multiple well-being compared, 
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at human level (See Human-level well-being)
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model of, –
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practical implications, –
promoter positions and, –
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“steps of increasing distance,” –
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human-level identity and, 
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Mystical experience
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drug-induced mystical experience, –
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Near-death experiences, –
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Descartes compared, , 
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bottom-up processes and, , –
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“Other-in-the-self”
counter-positioning and, 
decentralization of self and, , 
external positions, –
“inclusion-of-other-in-the-self” model, –
“looking glass self” and, –
overview, , 
perception and, –
Sartre and, 
spatial aspect of, –
subjectivity of, 

“Other-I” positions, –
Outside positions, 
Over-centralization
dangers of, –, –
loneliness as form of, 
rumination as form of, 

Over-consumption, 
Over-positioning. See also Economic

over-positioning
boundaries and, 
defined, 
I-positions and, , –
we-positions and, –

“Overview effect,” –
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Patriotism, –
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Personality traits. See Big Five personality factors
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relationships involved in, –
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centralization of self and, , –, , , , , 
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Descartes and, , 
Freud compared, –, 
on laughter, 
Montaigne compared, –
Nietzsche on, 
reason and emotion and, –, , 

Platonic tripartite theory
artisans, 
body in, –
chariot analogy, –, , , , 
DST compared, –, –, –, 
eros, , , –, –
I-positions and, –
logos, , , –
overview, –, , 
philosopher-kings, –, 
polis, 
practical implications of, –
social classes in, –
social groups in, 
soul in, 
thymos, , , –
we-positions and, –

Pleasure, uncertainty and, 
Pleasure principle, 
Plotinus, –, , –
Poland, nationalism in, 
Polanski, Roman, , 
Polarization, –, 
Polis, 
Polycentric view of society, –
Popper, K., 
Positionalism

depositioning in, –
multiplicity of particles in, 
mystical experience, depositioning in
compared, –

overview, –
from perspectivism to, 
re-enchantment of self and, –
religious naturalism and, –
response versus control in, –

“Position leaps,” , –, 
Positions/positioning

another-I positions, –, , –, 
anti-positions/positioning
(See Anti-positions/positioning)

awe, positioning process and, –
coalitions of positions (See Coalitions of
positions)

conscious positions, 

core positions, 
counter-positions/positioning (See Counter-
positions/positioning)

crossing positions, 
depositioning (See Depositioning)
dialogue, positional basis of, –
economic over-positioning (See Economic
over-positioning)

external positions, –, 
in generative dialogue, –
happiness and, –
implicit positions, –, , –, 
internal positions, , 
I-positions (See I-positions)
it-positions (See It-positions)
linking positions, , –, , , 
“male gaze” and, –, 
meta-positions (See Meta-positions)
mystical experience, positioning process and, 
nonconscious positions, 
“other-I” positions, –
outside positions, 
over-positioning, , –
as passive verb, –
perspective versus, –
promoter positions (See Promoter positions)
racial discrimination and, –
reasoning positions, 
repositioning (See Repositioning)
“shadow positions” (See “Shadow positions”)
sub-positions, 
third positions, , , 
transpositioning, 
we-positions (See We-positions)

Positive distractions, –, 
Positivism, 
Post-dialogical certainty, 
Pragmatism

imagination and, –
of James, 

Pre-dialogical certainty, –
Predominance thesis, –
Promoter positions

“anti-promoter,” –, , 
coherence and, , 
death anxiety, coalition with, 
defined, 
direction, providing, , 
external promoters, , –
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internal promoters, –, –
multi-level identity model and, 
multiple well-being and, –
openness and, , –
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Protective circles, 
The Protestant Ethic and the Spirit of Capitalism

(Weber), –
Psychoanalytical theory, 
Psychosis, –, 
Psychotherapy, 
Pyszczynski, Tom, 

Racial discrimination
Africa, effect of colonialism in, 
American racial colonialism, –
anti-positioning and, , 
boundaries and, –
change in racial identity, effect of, –
civil rights mass meetings (See Civil rights mass
meetings)

collective experience and, –
counter-positioning and, 
double consciousness and, –, 
fight element and, –
I-positions and, 
Nashville movement and, –
positioning and, –
recentralization of self and, , 
self-imprisonment and, –
we-positions and, 

“Radiation,” –
Ramis, Harold, 
Rationalization

Freud and, 
objectification and, –
Weber on, –

Reading, 
Reagon, Bernice Johnson, –
Reality principle, 
Reason

Augustine and, , 
Descartes and, , 
in DST, 
emotion as complementary with, – (See
also Emotion)

Enlightenment and, –
happiness, limitations based on reason, –
Montaigne and, –
Plato and, –, , 
in society of mind, 
uncertainty versus, –

Reasoning positions, 
Recentralization of self

authenticity and, 
civil rights mass meetings and, 
defined, 
mystical experience and, 

near-death experiences and, 
racial discrimination and, , 

Receptivity
creativity and, 
receptive function of “I,” –
religious naturalism and, –

Re-enchantment
of self, –
of world, –, –, –

Relational space, 
Religious naturalism
mystery and wonder and, 
overview, –, 
perspective versus position, –
from perspectivism to positionalism, 
positionalism and, –
receptivity and, –
science in, 

Repositioning
awe and, 
defined, 
in generative dialogue, –

Repression, 
Republic (Plato), –, , –
Respondeo, ergo sum, 
Responsibility
collective responsibility, –, ,

–

ecological responsibility, , –
individual responsibility, , , –
social responsibility, , , –

Rewriting Cultural Psychology: Transcend Your Ethnic
Roots And Redefine Your Identity (Ho), 

Rimbaud, Arthur, 
Risk society, , 
Risk Society (Beck), 
Risk-taking, 
Roberts, Bernadette, 
Robinson, Marilynne, 
Rock music, 
Rogers, Carl, , –, –
Romanticism, 
Rosenberg, Morris, 
Rosenthal, S.B., –
Rotation method, –, 
Rousseau, Jean-Jacques, 
Rubber Hand Illusion, –
Ruffalo, Mark, 
Rumination
boundaries and, –
counter-positioning and, –
defined, 
depression and, 
downward trajectories, –, 
DST and, –
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economic over-positioning compared, , 
effects of, 
evolutionary function of, 
genetic causes, 
Internal Dialogical Activity Scale (IDAS)
and, –

mindfulness and, , –
neuroticism and, –
over-centralization, as form of, 
overview, , 
positive distractions and, –, 
twin studies and, 
upward trajectories, –, –, 

Ryan, R.M., 

Sampson, Edward, , 
Sartre, Jean-Paul

being-for-itself versus being-in-itself, 
existence as preceding essence, 
on freedom, –
keyhole metaphor, –, 
No Exit, , , , , , ,  (See No Exit
(Sartre))

“other-in-the-self” and, 
Satisfaction

domain satisfaction, –
job satisfaction, 
life satisfaction, –

“Saturated self,” 
“Scapegoat psychology,” 
Schimank, Ute, –
Schindler’s List (Keneally), 
Schizophrenia, –, , 
Schooler, J.W., –
Science

Descartes on, 
in religious naturalism, 

Self
appropriative function of “I,” , 
Augustine and, , –
autonomous self, , –, , , –
boundary between self versus non-self, , ,
–, , , 

centralization of (See Centralization of self)
challenge zone, 
as coincidentia oppositorum, 
comfort zone, 
as composite concept, –
“container self,” , –
cyclic movements of, 
danger zone, 
decentralization of (See Decentralization of
self)

Descartes and, , 

“dialogical self” (See “Dialogical self”)
Enlightenment concept of, –,
–, , –

exclusion of other from, 
external positions in, –
individualism, limitations of self and, –
linear movements of, 
minimal self, , 
mystical experience and, –
non-self versus, 
“other-in-the-self” (See “Other-in-the-self”)
others, relationships with, –
as participant in nature, , 
recentralization of, 
receptive function of “I,” –
re-enchantment of, –
“saturated self,” 
as society of mind, –, –, 
spiraling upwards, –
within-self relationships, –

Self-Determination Theory (SDT), –,
–

Self-diversity, –
Self-help books, 
Self-imprisonment

depression (See Depression)
happiness as form of, 
I-positions and, 
learned helplessness, 
loneliness (See Loneliness)
in No Exit, –
overview, –, 
racial discrimination and, –
rumination (See Rumination)
self-liberation versus, 

Self-investment, –
Self-liberation

awe and, 
DST and, 
ecstatic experience and, 
self-imprisonment versus, 
we-positions and, 

Self-objectification, 
Self-transcendence

awe and, 
Huxley on, 
“overview effect” and, 
socially and spatially inclusive language and,
–

Seligman, Martin, 
Sen, Amartya, 
Seneca, 
“Shadow positions”

as culturally determined, 
death anxiety as, –
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defined, 
dialogical reach and, –
dialogical space, retreating from, –
as economically determined, 
generative dialogue and, 
implicit positions versus, –
I-ness in, 
meritocracy and, –
mystical experience and, –
on national level, –
“new ethic” and, 
“old ethic” and, 
pervasiveness of, 
slavery as, 
as undesirable or unacceptable, –,
–

winner-loser dualism and, –
“Shifting baseline syndrome,” –
Significant others, 
Simon, Herbert, 
“Simplifiers,” –
Situational loneliness, 
Siwek, Paul, –
Slavery

human-level identity and, 
as “shadow position,” 

Slovakia, nationalism in, 
Slovenia, nationalism in, 
Sobek (Egyptian deity), 
Social cognition, –
Social contact, 
Social disconnection, 
Social isolation

complexity and heterogeneity of positions and,


density of positions and, 
DST and, –
implications of, 
individualism, role of, –
“position leaps” and, 
rise of, 
social inequality, as form of, 
“unexpected visitors” and, 
vulnerability and, 

Social-level well-being
adoption of members into group, 
Common Ingroup Identity Model and, 
contact hypothesis and, 
foreigners and, 
“glocalization” and, 
imagination and, –
love and, 
nationalism and, –
symbolism and, –

Social media, 

Social responsibility, , , –
Social skills, 
Social support, 
Society and Social Isolation (Hortulanus and

Machielse), 
Society in the Self: A Theory of Identity in

Democracy (Hermans), 
Society of mind
awe and, 
centralization and decentralization and,



defined, 
“dialogical self” as, –, –
“glocalization” and, 
I-positions in, , , , , , , ,

–

nationalism and, –
Nietzsche and, 
reason and emotion in, 
self as, –, –, 
we-positions in, , 

Socrates, , , 
“Solastalgia,” –
Solitude, –, 
Solomon, Sheldon, –
Soul
Montaigne on, –, 
in Platonic tripartite theory, 

Space
dialogical space (See Dialogical space)
ma (negative space), –
ningen (relational space), 

Spain, nationalism in, 
Sphinx, 
Spielberg, Steven, 
Spinoza, Baruch, 
Spirituality
Buber and, 
encounter and, –
metaphysical perspectivism, –
mystical experience (See Mystical experience)
overview, , –
religious naturalism (See Religious naturalism)
symbolism and, 

Sranon Tongo (language), –
Stam, H., 
Steinbeck, John, 
Stewart, T.T., 
Stoicism, , 
Stone, Emma, –
Streep, Meryl, 
Sub-positions, 
Subsystems, –
Sugihara, Chiune, –, –
Super-ego, –
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Buber and, 
creativity and, 
May and, 
social-level well-being and, –
spirituality and, 
trees, 

“Systematic doubt,” 
Szpilman, Władysław, –

“Talking stick,” –
“Tamed death,” 
Taoism, –
Tate, Sharon, 
Taylor, Charles, 
Terror Management Theory (TMT), –,



“Theatre of voices,” 
The Thing (film), 
Third positions, , , 
Thomas, Virginia, 
Thoreau, Henry David, 
Thrill-seeking, 
Thus Spoke Zarathustra (Nietzsche), 
Thymos, , , –
Tocqueville, Alexis de, 
Toompalu, A., –
Top-down processes

drug-induced ego-dissolution (DIED) and, 
ego-dissolution and, 
organismic valuing and, , –

Trajectories. See Economic over-positioning;
Loneliness; Rumination

Transference, 
Transpositioning, 
Travels with Charley (Steinbeck), 
Tree symbolism, 
Trias Politica, 
Tripartite theory. See Platonic tripartite theory
Turkey, Armenian genocide and, 
Turner, John, 
“Turn-taking,” 
Tversky, A., 
“Two-eyed seeing,” –

Ubuntu (person as person through other
persons), –

Uncertainty
adaptive responses, –, 
in adolescents, 
anxiety and, –
autism spectrum and, 
boundaries and, –, 
climate change and, – (See also Climate
change)

complexity and heterogeneity of positions and,
–, 

conspiracy theories and, –
COVID- pandemic and,  (See also
COVID- pandemic)

decentralization of self and, –
density of positions and, –, 
Descartes and, –
dialogical flexibility and, 
dialogue and, –
at ecological level, 
education, –
generalization of experience, –
at group level, 
at human level, 
increasing number of I-positions and, 
at individual level generally, –,
–, 

inevitability of, 
“inner compass” and, –, 
intensity of experience, 
intrinsic uncertainty of “dialogical self,”


I-positions and, , , 
love and, 
maladaptive responses, –, 
Montaigne and, , 
multi-voiced self and, –
over-consumption and, 
overview, , , 
pleasure and, 
“position leaps” and, –, 
in post-modernity, –
powerful social position, reliance on, 
practical implications, –
promoter positions and, –, –
reason versus, –
risk and, 
risk-taking and, 
sharpening of boundaries and, –
at societal level generally, , 
thrill-seeking and, 
under-consumption and, –
“unexpected visitors” and, –, 
varying degrees of, –
we-positions and, 
“wobble,” 

Unconscious, theory of, 
Under-consumption, –
Understanding Awe: Transcending The Self

(Stone), –
“Unexpected visitors,” , –, 
United Kingdom, nationalism in, 
United Nations Year of Dialogue among

Civilizations, –
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United States, indigenous peoples in.
See American indigenous culture

Universal Declaration of Human Rights, 
“Unself,” 
Utilitarian individualism, 
Utopianism, dangers of, –

“Value spheres,” –, –
van Loon, Rens, , 
van Meijl, Toon, 
van Woerden, Rob, –, –
The varieties of religious experience (James),



Victorian Era, 
Victoria (Queen), 
Volkmann, Ute, 
von Schirach, Baldur, 
Vygotsky, Lev, 

Walking, 
War crimes, 
Weber, Max

on control, 
criticism of, –, 
disenchantment of world and, , , –,


“iron cage,” –, 
on knowledge, –
on objectification, , , 
on rationalization, –
“value spheres” and, 

Well-being. See Multiple well-being
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